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1. Initial Client Contact

§100 In General
§110 Initial Client Interview
   §110.1 Client Screening: Initial Telephone Interview
   §110.2 Client Screening: Initial Telephone Interview (Short Form)
§111 Client Information Packets: Questionnaires and Authorization Forms
   §111.1 Client Interview Questionnaire
   §111.2 Client Interview Form (Short Form)
   §111.3 Client Information Sheet/Questionnaire—Personal Injury (Non-Death) Case
   §111.4 Client Information Sheet/Questionnaire—Wrongful Death Case
§112 Client Medical History Questionnaire
   §112.1 Short Form Client Medical History Questionnaire
   §112.2 Form: Family Medical History Checklist
§113 Injury and Pain Evaluation Questionnaire
   §113.01 Functional Status Tests
   §113.02 Checklist for Physician’s Determination of Effects of Pain
   §113.03 Form: Physician’s Determination of Effects of Pain
   §113.1 Checklist on Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
   §113.2 Daubert and Psychological Syndrome Evidence
§114 Post-Client Interview Checklist
§115 Checklist on Detecting the Difficult Client
   §115.1 Detecting Alcohol Problems
   §115.2 Form: Alcohol Checklist
   §115.3 Drug History Checklist
   §115.4 Drug Use Checklist
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§116 Checklist on Screening Cases
§116.1 Enforcing Foreign Judgments and Arbitration Awards
§117 Checklist on Gaining Client Confidence
§118 Proof of Malingering: The Minnesota Multi-Phasic Personality Inventory (MMPI-II)
§119 Client’s Personal Injury Journal or Diary
§119.1 Special Instructions to Your Client on Keeping a Personal Injury Journal or Diary
§119.2 The Electronic Diary
§119.3 The AMA Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment and the Client’s Personal Injury Diary
§119.4 Checklist on Impairment Classification From Pain Disorders
§119.5 Sample Pain Questionnaire
§119.6 Checklist on Assessment of Pain Behavior
§119.7 Chart: Proof of Injury and Pain
§119.8 Form: Chart on Childhood Illness Checklist
§119.9 School Absence Checklist

§120 Information Authorizations
§121 Medical Records Request (HIPAA Compliant)
§121.1 HIPAA Compliant Medical Records Request (Alternative Form)
§122 Authorization and Release for Psychiatric Reports and Records
§123 Government Records
§123.1 Authorizations to Obtain Federal Tax Records (Forms 4506 and 8821)
§123.2 State Tax Returns
§123.3 Social Security Records
  §123.3.1 Authorization for Release of Social Security Disability Records and Reports for Title II and/or Title XVI
§123.4 Veterans Administration Records
  §123.4.1 Alternative Form: Authorization for Release of Veterans’ Service Records
§123.5 Driving Records
§123.6 Criminal/Arrest Records
  §123.6.1 Authorization for Prison and Parole Records
§123.7 Death Certificate and Autopsy Report
§123.8 Insurance Records
  §123.8.1 Alternative Form: Authorization for Insurance Records and Reports
§123.9 Department of Health: Authorization to Obtain Department of Health Records and Reports
§123.10 Alternative Form: Release of Governmental Agency Records and Reports
§123.11 Authorization for Release of Medicaid Records
§123.12 Authorization and Release From Medicare Records
§124 Employment Records
§124.1 Authorization for Union Records
§124.2 Alternative Form: Authorization for Employment Records
§125 Education Records
§125.1 College/University Records: Authorization to Obtain College/University Records
§125.2 Alternative Form: Authorization for Release of Educational Records
§126 Workers’ Compensation Records
§127 Consent to Release Confidential Information
§127.1 Authorization to Provide Health Care Information
§128 Affidavit Regarding Certification of Records
§130 Post-Interview Client Contact
  §131 “What to Expect” Client Letter
  §132 Record of Special Damages and Expenses
    §132.1 Client Letter
    §132.2 Record
    §132.3 Medical Device Expense Index
    §132.4 Medication Expense Index
  §133 Change of Circumstances
    §133.1 Change of Circumstances Form
  §134 Post-Interview Client Questionnaire
    §134.1 Client Follow-up Letter
    §134.2 Questionnaire

2. Investigation and Evaluation

§200 In General
  §201 Accident Information Summary Form

§210 Investigators
  §211 Instructions to Investigator
  §212 Investigation Report Form
    §212.1 Investigative Report Form: Defense
  §213 Using Investigators to Obtain Impeachment Evidence

§220 Lay Witnesses
  §221 Lay Witness Investigation Checklist
  §222 Letter to Prospective Lay Witness
  §223 Letter Explaining Service of Subpoena
    §223.1 Sample Subpoena
  §224 Lay Witness Report Form

§230 Insurance Adjusters
  §230.1 Checklist on Dealing With Insurance Adjusters

§240 Medical Experts
  §240.1 Checklist on Attorney/Physician Cooperation
  §241 Notice of Representation
  §242 Requests for Previous Medical History
    §242.1 Request to Doctor
    §242.2 Request to Hospital
  §243 Request for Medical Report
    §243.1 Form: Request for Psychological Report
    §243.2 Resources to Locate Mental Health, Psychiatric and Psychological Experts
    §243.3 Understanding Psychological Assessment of Injury
  §244 Impartial Medical Expert
    §244.1 Checklist of Ways to Use Impartial Medical Expert to Plaintiff’s Advantage
  §245 Subsequent Treating Physician
    §245.1 Checklist on Dealing With the Subsequent Treating Physician

§250 Evaluation and Acceptance or Rejection
  §251 Case Evaluation Checklist
    §251.1 Checklist of Statute of Limitations Concerns
      §251.1.1 Checklist on Use of Borrowing Statutes
      §251.1.2 List of State Borrowing Statutes
§251.2 Checklist on Drafting Effective Complaints
§251.3 Checklist on Avoiding Legal Malpractice Claims

§252 Damage Evaluation Checklist
§252.1 Special Damages Outline
  §252.1.1 Form: Special Damages Summary
§252.2 Non-Economic Loss Calculations
§252.3 Loss of Consortium Claims
  §252.3.1 Checklist for Loss of Spousal Consortium
  §252.3.2 Checklist for Loss of Parental Consortium
  §252.3.3 Establishing Damages in Loss of Consortium Claims
  §252.3.4 Form: Damages Outline for Loss of Consortium Claims
  §252.3.5 Marital History Checklist
§252.4 Damages in Wrongful Death Cases
  §252.4.1 Checklist of Compensable Elements of Wrongful Death Damages
§252.5 Soft Tissue Injury Cases
  §252.5.1 Checklist on Soft Tissue Injury Evaluation
  §252.5.2 Understanding Whiplash Injuries
  §252.5.3 Checklist on Sources of Pain in Soft-Tissue and Whiplash Injuries
  §252.5.4 Checklist of Injuries and Symptoms Associated With Whiplash Syndrome
  §252.5.5 Head Injury Cases
  §252.5.6 Head Injury Without Objective Signs
  §252.5.7 Dealing With Common Defense Tactics
  §252.5.8 Diagnosis of Head Injuries
    §252.5.8.1 Mild Traumatic Brain Injury
    §252.5.8.2 Using Neuropsychologists to Prove Mild Traumatic Brain Injury
    §252.5.8.3 Using Other Experts to Prove Mild Brain Injury
    §252.5.8.4 Sample Form: Diagnosis and Classification of Head Injuries
  §252.5.9 Fractures
  §252.5.10 Checklist of Fracture Types
    §252.5.10.1 Sample Form: Diagnosis and Classification of Fractures
  §252.5.11 Sample Complaint: Closed Head Injuries and Fractures
  §252.5.12 Sample Complaint: Hangman’s Fracture
  §252.5.13 Disc Injury Checklist
    §252.5.13.1 Sample Form: Diagnosis and Classification of Disc Injury
  §252.5.14 Pathology Checklist
  §252.5.15 Sample Complaint: Disc Injury
  §252.5.16 Sample Complaint: Acute Cervical Spine Injury
  §252.5.17 Sample Complaint: Disc Injury (Recurrence and Aggravation)
§252.6 Past and Future Conditions
  §252.6.1 Congenital Conditions
  §252.6.2 Pre-Existing conditions
  §252.6.3 Future Losses
  §252.6.4 Checklist on Past and Future Losses
§252.7 Life Care Plan
  §252.7.1 Sample Life Care Plan
  §252.7.2 Checklist for Life Care Plan
  §252.7.3 Attacking Life Expectancy Data
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§252.8 Vocational and Rehabilitation Damages
  §252.8.1 Checklist for Vocational and Rehabilitation Damages
  §252.8.2 Form: Diagnosis of Chronic Pain Syndrome

§252.9 Psychological Injuries
  §252.9.1 Anxiety/Depression
  §252.9.2 Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
  §252.9.3 Chronic Pain Syndrome
    §252.9.3.1 Diagnostic Criteria for Pain Disorder
    §252.9.3.2 Diagnostic Criteria to Assist Treating Physician in Determining Effects of Pain
    §252.9.3.3 Using Anatomical and Physiological Tests to Diagnose Chronic Pain
    §252.9.3.4 Methods of Valuing Chronic Pain
  §252.9.4 Checklist for Psychological Injuries
  §252.9.5 Sexual Assault, Criminal Acts and Psychological Injuries
  §252.9.6 Checklist on Factitious Disorders
    §252.9.6.1 Checklist to Attack Psychological Injury Evidence
  §252.9.7 Checklist on Malingering
  §252.9.8 Checklist on Post-Concussional Disorders
    §252.9.8.1 Checklist on Recovering Disfigurement Damages
  §252.9.9 Checklist on Mild Neurocognitive Disorders
  §252.9.10 Checklist on Defensive Functioning Scale
  §252.9.11 Checklist on Global Assessment Of Functioning (GAF) Scale
  §252.9.12 Global Assessment of Relational Functioning (GARF) Scale
  §252.9.13 Social and Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale (SOFAS)

§253 Fee Agreement
§254 Agreement With Referring Attorney
  §254.1 Pro Hac Vice Application
§255 File Organization
  §255.1 Tracking Medical Costs
    §255.1.1 Tracking Information From Health Care Providers Form
    §255.1.2 Medical Expense Index Form
  §255.2 Review of Medical Records
  §255.3 Medical Summaries
  §255.4 Home Health Care Expense Index
  §255.5 Sample: Medical Affidavit
  §255.6 Reading Medical Records
§256 Case Rejection Letter
§257 Checklist of Considerations of Whether to Bring Action in State or Federal Court
§258 Case Evaluation Table
§259 Recovering Attorneys’ Fees as Damages
§260 Practice Tips - Take and Keep Control of the Case

3. Experts

§300 In General
§310 Expert Witness Interview Questionnaire
§320 Expert Checklist
  §321 Secure Expert’s Credibility
§330 Expert Transmittal Letter
§331 Expert Witness Discovery
§331.1 Checklist on Expert Witness Discovery
§331.2 Sample Expert Witness Interrogatory
§331.3 Expert Witness Video Deposition

§340 The Daubert Standard
§341 Daubert on Remand
§342 Non-Scientific Expert Evidence and Daubert: The Kumho Tire Case
§343 Federal Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence
§344 Daubert and the Abuse of Discretion Standard
§345 Guidelines to Understand and Evaluate Validity of Scientific Expert Testimony
§346 Daubert/Kumho Tire Type Interrogatories
§347 Codification of Daubert/Kumho Tire
§348 Amendments to Lay Opinion Testimony
§349 Daubert Hearings: Courts Not Bound by Rules of Evidence
§349.1 The Treatment of Daubert and Its Trilogy in State Court

§350 Checklist of Suggestions on Using an Expert
§350.1 Checklist on Communicating With Experts
§350.2 Checklist for Deposing Expert Witness
§350.3 Sample Form: Notice of Deposition of Expert Witness (With Production of Documents for Deposition)
§350.4 Sample Form: Notice of Videotaped Deposition of Expert Witness (With Production of Documents for Deposition)

§351 Use of Particular Experts
§351.1 Checklist for Using Medical Experts
§351.2 Checklist for Cross-Examination of a Medical Expert
§351.3 What to Look for in Medical Reports
§351.3.1 Lost, Missing or Altered Medical Reports
§351.4 Life Care Planner
§351.4.1 Checklist for Using a Life Care Planner
§351.5 Checklist for Examination of a Life Care Planner
§351.5.1 Interrogatories to Life Care Planner
§351.5.2 Notice of Videotaped Deposition of Life Care Planner (With Production of Documents for Deposition)
§351.6 Vocational Rehabilitation Experts
§351.7 Checklist for the Examination of a Vocational Rehabilitation Expert
§351.7.1 Interrogatories to Vocational Rehabilitation Expert
§351.7.2 Sample Form: Notice of Videotaped Deposition of Vocational Rehabilitation Expert (With Production of Documents)
§351.8 Psychological Experts
§351.9 Checklist for Using a Psychological Expert
§351.9.1 Checklist for Examination of a Psychological Expert
§351.9.2 Interrogatories to Psychological Expert
§351.9.3 Additional Research Sources
§351.9.4 Sample Form: Neuropsychiatric Exam

§352 Checklist for Using an Economist
§353 Checklist for Examination of an Economist
§354 What to Look for in an Economist’s Report
§355 Interrogatories to Economist
§355.1 Checklist for Using Accountant
§355.2 Interrogatories to Economist/Accountant
§355.3 Sample Form: Notice of Videotaped Deposition to Economist/Accountant

§356 Checklist for Using Engineers
§356.1 Checklist for Cross-Examination of an Engineer
§356.2 What to Look for in an Engineer’s Report
  §356.2.1 Interrogatories to Engineer
  §356.2.2 Notice of Videotaped Deposition to Engineer
§356.3 Checklist for Using Forensic Safety Analyst
  §356.3.1 Interrogatories to Forensic Safety Analyst
  §356.3.2 Notice of Videotaped Deposition to Forensic Safety Analyst
§356.4 Checklist on International Safety Requirements

§357 Checklist for Using an Ergonomist (Human Factors Engineer)
§357.1 Checklist for Cross-Examination of an Ergonomist
§357.2 What to Look for in an Ergonomist’s Report
§357.3 Interrogatories to Ergonomist
§357.4 Notice of Videotaped Deposition to Ergonomist
§357.5 Accident Reconstruction Expert
§357.6 Interrogatories to Accident Reconstruction Expert

§358 Court Appointed Experts
§359 Checklist on Disqualifying Expert Witnesses

§360 Checklist on Obtaining Scientific Research and Data

4. Discovery

§400 Discovery Organization
  §400.1 December 2000 Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
  §400.2 Duties Imposed by Rule 30(b)(6) Depositions
  §400.3 Sample Form: Notice of Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition
  §400.4 Motion for a Protective Order (High-Ranking or “Apex” Corporate Official Deposition)

§401 Using Written Discovery Effectively
  §401.1 Obtaining Information
  §401.2 Order of Discovery
  §401.3 Organizing and Using Discovery Information
  §401.4 Checklist on Using Discovery Effectively
  §401.5 Checklist on Combating Discovery Abuse
  §401.6 Advantages of Informal Discovery

§402 Case Management Software
  §402.1 Checklist on Computer Technology in Personal Injury Cases

§403 Checklist for Organizing and Indexing Medical Records
  §403.1 Using Computers With Medical Records
  §403.2 Flow Sheets and Medical Records
  §403.3 Checklist on Use of Flowsheets
  §403.4 Sample Flowsheet

§404 Checklist for Organizing and Indexing Liability Records
  §404.1 Sample Form: Index of Product Liability Records

§405 Document Control Data Base
  §405.1 Document Control Data Base Format

§406 Discovery and Pleadings Log
§407 Document Control
§407.1 Claims of Attorney-Client Privilege and Work Product Privilege in Documents
§407.2 Discovery of Litigation Databases

§408 Electronic Discovery
§408.1 Checklist on Computer Records to Be Sought in Discovery
§408.2 Notice of Deposition of Electronic Recordskeeper
§408.3 Checklist of Deposition Questions for Electronic Recordskeeper
§408.4 Sample Discovery Request for Electronic Materials
§408.5 Formal Discovery by Electronic Means
§408.6 Electronic Deposition
§408.7 Computer Generated Exhibits
§408.8 Electronic Disclosure From Non-Party Network Provider
§408.9 Notice to Avoid Destruction of Electronic Evidence

§409 Managing Discovery in Complex Personal Injury Cases
§409.1 Checklist on Real-Time Transcription
§409.2 Electronic Trial Notebooks

§410 Client
§411 Client Communication Checklist
§412 Loss of Consortium Interrogatories: Defendant to Plaintiff
§412.1 Interrogatories to a Spouse
§412.2 Interrogatories to a Child

§413 Notice of Receipt of Interrogatories
§414 Preparing the Client for Deposition in a Personal Injury Case
§414.1 Sample Letter to Client Notifying of Deposition and Deposition Instructions
§414.2 [Reserved]
§414.3 Depositions of Out-of-State Defendants
§414.4 Depositions and the Attorney-Client Privilege: Does It Exist During Conferences or Recesses?

§420 Post Deposition Correspondence to Client
§421 Letter of Admonition to Client

§430 Lay Witnesses
§430.1 Checklist on Depositions
§430.2 Suggestions for Conducting Effective Depositions
§430.3 Checklist for Cross Examination of Fact Witnesses

§431 Notice of Pending Deposition
§432 Deposition Instructions
§433 Appreciation Letter

§440 Confidentiality, Joint Defense, and Tolling Agreements
§441 Order Concerning Confidential Information
§442 Confidentiality Agreement Affidavit
§443 Confidentiality Agreement and Protective Order
§444 Stipulated Protective Order of Confidentiality
§445 Sample Tolling Agreement
§446 Sample Joint Defense Agreement

§450 Doctors
§451 Letter to Arrange Initial Conference
§452 Notice of Pending Deposition
§453 Deposition Instructions
§454 Checklist for Direct Examination of a Doctor
§455 Checklist for Cross-Examination of a Doctor
§455.1 Checklist for Cross-Examination of Impartial Medical Expert
§456 Plaintiff’s Treating Physician as an Unexpected Defense Witness

§457 Defense Ex Parte Contracts With Treating Physicians

§460 Motions and Orders

§460.1 Amending and Superseding Pleadings

§460.1.1 Amending Pleadings

§460.1.2 Supplementing Discovery Filings

§460.1.3 Supplementing Answers to Interrogatories

§460.1.4 Supplementing Document Production

§460.1.5 Implications of Rule 11

§461 Discovery

§462 Compelling Discovery

§463 Compelling More Responsive Answers to Interrogatories

§463.1 Motion

§463.2 Memorandum in Support

§464 Protective Order

§464.1 Sample Motion for Protective Order: Deposition at Plaintiff’s Home

§464.2 Sample Motion for Protective Order: Deposition at Defendant’s Out-of-State Residence, Business or Place of Employment

§465 Precluding Mention of Collateral Source Recovery

§466 Pretrial Order

§467 Checklist on Surveillance Evidence

§468 Motion to Compel Disclosure of Surveillance Evidence

§469 Checklist on Cross-Examining Surveillance Witnesses

5. Settlement

§500 In General

§501 Claim Evaluation Checklist

§501.1 Using Discovery to Assist in Settlement

§502 Small Case Settlement Letter

§503 Major Settlement Case Letter

§504 Settlement Brochures

§504.1 Magazine-Type Brochure Checklist

§504.2 Thematic Brochure Checklist

§504.3 Settlement Brochure Cover Letter

§505 Checklist for a Day-in-the-Life Video

§506 Checklist for Settlement Video

§510 Client

§511 Settlement Offers

§511.1 Checklist of Settlement Considerations

§511.2 Letter Encouraging Acceptance

§511.3 Letter Encouraging Rejection

§511.4 Letter Encouraging Reconsideration

§511.5 Settlement Withdrawal Letter

§512 Authorization to Settle

§512.1 Checklist on Client’s Refusal to Settle

§513 Checklist for Settlement of Minors or Incompetents

§514 Sample Trust Agreement
§577.7 Notifying the Client of the Scheduling Mediation
§578 Checklist on Succeeding in Arbitration
§579 Checklist on Enforcing Mediation Agreements and Settlements

§580 Planning Tax Results of Settlements and Judgments

§581 Taxability of Awards
  §581.1 “Rigging” Settlements to Avoid Taxes
§582 Potential Perjury Problems
§583 Tax Planning Regarding Awards
  §583.1 Letter to Client Introducing Subject of Financial Consultant
  §583.2 Letter to Client Confirming Choice of Financial Consultant
  §583.3 Letter to Consultant
§584 Arguments Against Taxation of Compensatory Tort Damages for Emotional Distress

6. [Reserved]

7. Premises Liability

§700 Interview, Investigation and Evaluation
  §700.1 Premises Liability: Defendant Must Have Control and Knowledge or Notice
§701 Client Interview Questionnaire
§702 Expert Witness Intake Sheet: Premises Liability Cases
  §702.1 Checklist on Expert Testimony in Slip and Fall Cases
§703 Case Evaluation Checklist
  §703.1 Checklist on Proving Actual and Constructive Knowledge
  §703.2 Using Forensic Biomechanics to Resolve Unwitnessed Falls
  §703.3 Forensic Application of Computer Simulation of Falls
  §703.4 Special Defenses to Slip and Fall Cases: Statutes of Repose
§704 Premises Liability—Slip and Fall Complaints
  §704.1 Slip and Fall Complaint
  §704.2 Slip and Fall Complaint With Loss of Consortium Claim
  §704.3 Slip and Fall Complaint—Neck, Back and Soft Tissue Injuries
  §704.4 Slip and Fall Complaint—Fracture
  §704.5 Slip and Fall Complaint—Closed Head Injury
  §704.6 Slip and Fall Complaint—Disc Injury With Chronic Pain
  §704.7 Slip and Fall Complaint—Soft Tissue Injury
§705 Discovery Checklist
§706 Special Cases: Landlord/Tenant
  §706.1 Checklist on Landlord/Tenant Responsibilities
§707 Special Cases: Status Classification
  §707.1 Invitees
  §707.2 Licensees
  §707.3 Trespassers
  §707.4 Abrogation of Common Law Status Distinctions
§708 Public Employees
§709 Checklist on Concepts of Commercial Premises Liability

§710 Interrogatories
  §710.1 Definitions and Instructions in Interrogatories and Requests for Production
§711 Plaintiff to Defendant
  §711.1 Plaintiff to Defendant Interrogatories (Alternative Form)
§711.2 Plaintiff to Defendant Interrogatories (Construction, Plant/Factory Refinery, or Oil/Natural Gas Production Operations)
§712 Defendant to Plaintiff
§712.1 Defendant to Plaintiff (Alternate Form)

§720 Deposition Checklists
§721 Plaintiff to Deponent
§722 Defendant to Deponent

§730 Requests for Production
§731 Plaintiff’s Request
§731.1 Plaintiff’s Request for Production (Alternate Form)
§731.2 Plaintiff to Defendant Requests for Production (Construction/Job Site, Plant/Factory/Refinery, or Oil/Natural Gas Production Operations)
§732 Defendant’s Request
§732.1 Defendant’s Request for Production (Alternative Form)

§740 Requests for Admissions
§741 Plaintiff’s Request
§742 Defendant’s Request

§750 Motions
§751 Inspection of Premises
§751.1 Sample Form: Motion to Inspect Premises (Alternative Form)
§752 Physical Examination
§752.1 Motion for Physical Examination (Alternate Form)
§753 Pretrial Discovery Conference

§760 Jury Questionnaire (Premises Liability Case)

8. Products Liability and Toxic Tort Cases

§800 Interview, Investigation and Evaluation
§801 Client Interview Questionnaire
§802 Expert Witness Intake Sheet: Product Liability Cases
§802.1 Checklist for Retaining Expert in Product Liability Cases
§802.2 Checklist on Foundation for Expert Witness Opinion
§803 Case Evaluation Checklist
§803.1 Bringing Third Party Liability Claims for Workplace Injuries
§804 Product Liability Complaints
§804.1 Simple Product Liability Complaint
§804.2 Multi-Claim Product Liability Complaint
§804.3 Product Liability Complaint—Automobile Accident (Defects in Design of Safety Belts, Steering Wheel and Steering Column)
§804.4 Product Liability Complaint—Automobile Accident (Defective Fuel System)
§804.5 Automobile Product Liability Claims: Crashworthiness
§805 Discovery Checklist
§805.1 Foreign Discovery Problems
§806 Spoliation of Evidence
§807 The Preemption Defense
§808 Failure to Warn Claims: Regulated Products
§809 Liability of Trade Association Members

§810 Interrogatories
§810.1 Definitions and Instructions in Interrogatories and Requests for Admission
§811 Plaintiff to Defendant
§811.1 Environment of Use
§811.2 Manufacturing Process
§811.3 Distribution and Post-Marketing Phase
§811.4 Contention Interrogatories
§811.5 Discovery Requests to Manufacturer in an SUV Rollover Case
§811.6 SUV Rollover Accident Interrogatories
§811.7 SUV Occupant Ejection Interrogatories
§811.8 Discovery Requests to Equipment Rental Company
§811.9 Equipment Rental Interrogatories to Defendant
§812 Defendant to Plaintiff
§813 Defendant’s First Set of Contention Interrogatories to Plaintiff

§820 Deposition Checklists
§821 Plaintiff to Deponent (Defendant’s Expert)
§822 Defendant to Deponent (Plaintiff)
§823 Plaintiff to Defendant Manufacturer
§824 Defendant to Deponent (Plaintiff’s Expert)

§830 Requests for Production
§831 Plaintiff’s Request
§831.1 SUV Rollover and Occupant Ejection Requests for Production
§831.2 Equipment Rental Request for Production to Defendant
§832 Defendant’s Request

§840 Requests for Admissions
§841 Plaintiff’s Request
§842 Defendant’s Request

§850 Motions
§851 Inspection of Product
§852 Physical and Mental Examination
§853 Jury Questionnaire in Product Liability Case

§860 Toxic Tort Litigation
§861 Superfund Legislation
§862 Statute of Limitations Concerns
§863 Medical Surveillance Damages
§864 The Defense Position on CERCLA Litigation
§865 Checklist: Toxic Tort Litigation
§865.1 FIFRA Preemption
§865.2 Evaluation of Toxic Tort Cases
§865.3 Checklist on Defense Themes in Toxic Tort Cases
§865.4 Toxic Tort/Pharmaceutical Client Screening
§865.5 Toxic Tort (Toxic Exposure or Pharmaceutical): Client Questionnaire
§866 Toxic Tort: Drafting the Complaint
§866.1 Sample Complaint: Toxic Tort Case
§866.2 Toxic Tort Sample Complaint (Alternative Form, Occupational Exposure—Product Liability)
§866.3 Toxic Tort Sample Complaint (Alternative Form, Occupational Exposure—Premises Liability)

§867 Sick Building Syndrome
§867.1 Checklist on Preparing for the Sick Building Syndrome Case
§867.2 Toxic Mold Litigation
§867.3 Checklist on Toxic Mold Issues

§868 Electromagnetic Radiation
§868.2 Juror Questionnaire in Toxic Tort Case

§869 Effect of Daubert on Toxic Tort Litigation

§869.1 Memorandum of Law in Support of Request for Daubert Hearing

§870 Medical Experts in Toxic Tort Litigation

§871 Sample Form: Plaintiffs’ Interrogatories to Defendant in a Toxic Tort Case

§871.1 Toxic Tort Sample Interrogatories to Defendant (Alternative Form, Occupational Exposure)

§872 Sample Form: Defendants’ Interrogatories to Plaintiffs in a Toxic Tort Case

§873 Sample Form: Defendants’ Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs in a Toxic Tort Case

§873.1 Toxic Tort Sample Request for Production to Defendant (Occupational Exposure)

9. Medical Malpractice

§900 Interview, Investigation and Evaluation

§901 Client Interview Questionnaire

§902 Expert Witness Intake Sheet: Malpractice Cases

§903 Case Evaluation Checklist

§903.1 Checklist on No-Fault Medical Malpractice

§903.2 Checklist: Claims Against Hospitals and Medical Providers for Negligent Credentialing

§903.2.1 Summary of Negligent Credentialing Claims

§903.3 Checklist: Claims Against Psychiatrists for Failure to Diagnose Physical Illness

§903.4 Checklist on Nursing Malpractice and Negligence

§903.5 Use of Nurse as Expert Witness

§904 Medical Malpractice Complaints

§904.1 Simple Complaint for Medical Malpractice

§904.2 Specific Complaint for Medical Malpractice

§904.3 Medical Malpractice/Product Liability Complaint

§904.4 Complaint for Medical Malpractice: State Court Action

§904.5 Complaint for Medical Malpractice: Failure to Diagnose

§904.6 Complaint for Medical Malpractice (Negligence, Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress and Loss of Consortium Claims)

§904.7 Complaint for Nursing Malpractice

§905 Discovery Checklist

§906 Freedom of Information Act Requests

§907 Claims Against Managed Health Care Organizations

§907.1 Checklist on Claims Against Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)

§908 Employee Benefit Plans

§909 Admissibility of Managed Care Financial Incentives

§910 Interrogatories

§911 Plaintiff to Defendant Physician

§912 Plaintiff to Defendant Hospital

§913 Defendant to Plaintiff

§914 Interrogatories on Nursing Malpractice and Negligence

§920 Deposition Checklists

§921 Plaintiff to Depponent (Defendant’s Expert)

§922 Defendant to Depponent

§930 Request for Production

§940 Requests for Admissions

§941 Plaintiff’s Request
§942 Defendant’s Request

§950 Motions
 §951 Inspection of Premises
 §952 Physical Examination

10. Police Assault and Battery

§1000 Interview, Investigation and Evaluation
 §1001 Client Interview Questionnaire
 §1002 Expert Witness Intake Sheet: Security/Police Assault and Battery Cases
 §1003 Case Evaluation Checklist
 §1004 Police Brutality Complaints
  §1004.1 Heightened Pleading Standards
  §1004.2 Police Brutality Complaint
  §1004.3 Police Chases
  §1004.4 “State Created Danger” and Police Officer’s Duty to Protect
  §1004.5 Municipal Liability Claims Based on Police Misconduct
 §1005 Discovery Checklist
 §1006 Checklist for Dealing With Unfavorable Police Reports
 §1007 Good Faith Defense
  §1007.1 Memorandum
 §1008 Sample Juror Questionnaire—Police Brutality Case

§1010 Interrogatories
 §1011 Plaintiff to Defendant Officers
 §1012 Plaintiff to Defendant Municipality
 §1013 Defendant to Plaintiff

§1020 Deposition Checklists
 §1021 Plaintiff to Deponent
 §1022 Defendant to Deponent
 §1023 Deposing the Expert for Trial Purposes
 §1024 Checklist for Deposition Examination of Expert in Police Assault and Battery Case
 §1025 Interrogatories to Expert in Police Civil Assault and Battery Cases

§1030 Requests for Production
 §1031 Plaintiff’s Request
 §1032 Defendant’s Request

§1040 Requests for Admissions
 §1041 Plaintiff’s Request
 §1042 Defendant’s Request

§1050 Motions
 §1051 Inspection of Premises
 §1052 Physical Examination

11. Automobile Accidents

§1100 Interview, Investigation and Evaluation
 §1101 Client Interview Questionnaire
 §1102 Expert Witness Intake Sheet: Automobile Accident Cases
 §1103 Case Evaluation Checklist
 §1104 Automobile Accident Complaints
§1104.1 Automobile Accident Complaint
§1104.2 Automobile Accident Complaint With Loss of Consortium Claim
§1104.3 Automobile Accident Complaint—Closed Head Injury
§1104.4 Automobile Accident Complaint—Whiplash Injury
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Introduction and Acknowledgements

While many in the public do not think of the legal profession as a helping profession, those who handle personal injury cases know that it is exactly that. Few professional accomplishments are more personally gratifying than successful representation of injury victims and their families.

However, preparation, evaluation and trial of a personal injury case are complex, time-consuming and expensive undertakings. Achieving success requires thorough preparation and objective, realistic evaluation. Often, cases fail in court or are settled for far less than their true value because the attorneys have not properly prepared and evaluated their cases.

This book provides a carefully selected and prepared set of forms, checklists, questionnaires, sample complaints, and sample memoranda to enable the attorney to streamline, organize and manage these phases of personal injury litigation efficiently and economically. More importantly, the result is a far higher likelihood of a fair settlement and a potentially larger judgment if the case is tried.

Whether you handle new and unusual fact patterns and circumstances, or more familiar and traditional ones, this practical, easy-to-use guide will assist you in your day to day practice. PERSONAL INJURY FORMS: DISCOVERY AND SETTLEMENT contains model interrogatories, deposition checklists, interview questionnaires, case and settlement evaluation checklists, client, witness and expert letters, sample complaints, memoranda, and many other practical materials—over 300 practice tested forms and checklists in all. Accompanying the forms are practice guides and text material that explain how, why, and when the forms are used.

The first half of the book contains forms applicable to all personal injury cases. The second half contains forms covering ten specific types of cases: (1) automobile accidents, (2) medical malpractice, (3) construction accidents, (4) police assault and battery, (5) product liability and toxic tort, (6) SUV rollover, (7) slip and fall, (8) dram shop/liquor liability, (9) insurance bad faith litigation, and (10) premises security. With the appropriate forms and the accompanying text and practice guides, you will know in advance which questions to ask a potential client during the initial interview, which details to instruct your investigator to look for, and which issues you will need to develop during discovery to prove liability and damages at trial. You should also review the sample complaints that accompany each specific area of law to help determine which legal theories may apply to the facts in your particular case.

When properly used, and with appropriate supervision and review by the attorney, these forms and checklists allow the attorney to delegate to clerical staff, paralegals, and associates much of the paperwork involved in personal injury cases.

Use of the forms in this book for your personal injury cases will result in your doing a better job for your clients in less time, in a more managed and cost-efficient manner coupled with higher client satisfaction and superior economic results. These forms work in my personal practice, and I am confident that they will work for you as well.
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